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Fig. 2 (a)Variations of the impurity oxygen ion (O VI 103. 2 nm) spectroscopy intensity and the

electron density with time for pure hydrogen MBI into the HL-IM plasma Kb) Variations of the impuri-

ty nitrogen ionflSFW 103. 2 nm) spectroscopy intensity and the electron density with time for mixed gas

of hydrogen and air MBI into the HL-IM plasma

1. 9 Application of CCD Camera on Observation

of Pellet Ablation

ZHENG Yinjia FENG Zhen WANG Reirong
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The high speed 2D CCD camera is used

to make photos of H« line emission during

hydrogen pellet injection in HL-IM Toka-

mak,and the observation is performed from

the direction of pellet injection.

The process of pellet-plasma interac-

tions is a very complex phenomenon. It may

be divided as two stages: first, heating the
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surface of pellet and sublimation;the second

stage is evaporation and ablation, then the

pellet is surrounded by the neutral gas,and

forms cloud. The ablation rate is expressed

as following1-1-1

where «e is electron density in cm~3 ,T c is

electron temperature in eV,r p is the pellet

radius in cm and M-, is the mass of the pellet

material in atomic units.



During ablation, Ho light emission ac-

companies, the intensity / is directly propor-

dJV
tional to -j— when electron temperature

at

greater than %<p> (the ionization potential of

particle or ion).

During the passage of the pellet in the

outer plasma region, the cloud expands al-

most spherically. Once the pellet penetrates

to beyond safety factor <j(r) = 2,the cloud is

elongated along local magnetic field,but the

area perpendicular to the magnetic field di-

rection is no change,as a result,the shape of

the cloud becomes lentil1-2-1.

Fig. 1 Experiment setup

1 CCD camera 12 Zoom lens 13 Interfer-

ence filter »4—-Optical fiber j 5 Pellet injection di-

rection , 6 PCI-Interface-Board (7 PC t8 Pellet

trigger signal j 9 Power supplytlO Plasma.

We designed an especial layout of ex-

periment for observation all process of pel-

let injection, See in Fig. 1. Hydrogen pellet

is horizontally injected into the Tokamak.

The camera is mounted 8. 7 cm above the

pellet-injecting tube. The optic axis inter-

sects the injection path at 8. 3° and is in the

same poloidal plane. Optic fiber, 40 m long,

is set so that PC monitor can be put in the

control room far away from the hall. In

front camera there are Ha interference filter

and zoom lens. And choose directly the trig-

ger signal given by the gun at pellet start-

up, and setup delay time,then trigger CCD

camera,thus the pellet exposures time can

keep accordant between the CCD ablation

time.

Many photographs of pellet ablation

are obtained.

The pellet cloud picture of 5322 shot is

showed in Fig. 2 (a) ,the time of exposure is

300 fxs. From this picture,we can see that

after the pellet enter into the plasma,firstly

the neutral particles leave the pellet sur-

face , from dense neutral cloud, these parti-

cles are io'nized and produce the secondary

plasma cloud. These phenomena may be ex-

plained by Kuteev's model1-1-1: the thermal

electrons provide the main ablating heat

flux. Electrons move along the magnetic

fields lines on the pellet surface. They pene-

trate the double layer at the boundary be-

tween the hot and cold plasma and the

sheath of the ionization radius. They are de-

celerated in the secondary plasma and the

neutral cloud,shown in Fig. 2(d).

The contour plot of light emission in

Fig. 2(b) from the experiment measurement

lead to the toroidal and poloidal emission

profiles, shown in Fig. 2(c). It exists obvi-

ously asymmetry along poloidal direction. Tt

shows that there exist anticlockwise

poloidal rotation of the plasma when the

pellet inject. The electron and ion current

sides of the cloud have different toroidal de-
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cay lengths. The slope is steeper on the elec-

tron current side[3]. We can also see the tra-

jectory of the ablated cloud bending obvi-

ously, inversely on the toroidal direction of

current 7P instead of being straight. For this

phenomenon the most possible explanation

is a rocket effect driven by the superthermal

electrons'-4-1.

Furthermore, According to the pellet

flight path delay time the pellet flight veloc-

ity were obtained and the striation phenom-

ena etc. were observed.

This experiment triumphantly gets va-

rious clear photos of pellet ablation, pellet

flight velocity and trajectory were obtained,

and also striation observed. It provides

much valuable data for study of pellet injec-

tion.
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Fig. 2 Ablation cloud,shot 5322 discharge

(a) Ablation cloud,shot 5322; (b) Contour plot of intensity distribution, 1 pellet operating trail) (c)Toroidal &.

poloidal emission profile, 1 electron side,2 ion side,3 anti-neoclassical side,4 neoclassical,A toroidal di-

rection , B poloidal direction,D direction f (d)Kuteev, 1 pellet, 2 cold plasma, 3 hot plasma, 4 neutral

cloud,5 secondary plasma,6 magnetic field lines,? double layer,r, pellet radius,n ionization length.
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